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Undergraduate Commencement Speaker
Controversy Reaches Boiling Poi nt
. .:

--

-

...

-

Supporters argue that-· 'Salman
Rushdie should be aUowed
speak in favor of free~-§~peech and intellectual enlightenment
.

--

-

. '

.

By Michael Bergbauer

StaffWriter
intellectual
enlightenment.
NSU's selection of Salman
"To prevent such an important
Rushdie , to be this year's keynote
artist from speaking at our
speaker
at
Undergraduate
commencement because of one
Commencement has caused much
group's disagreement with (or
controversy amongst students arid
misapprehensions about) his
faculty.
work would be a sacrifice of
Twenty
one
concerned
our intellectual and academic
students met with Dean Don
freedom" argues Dr. Lynn Wolf
Rosenblum on April 20 to discuss
of the Farquhar College of Arts
the issue. "He was very responsive
and
Sciences. Others argue that and heard the concerns from
one has to look beyond Rushdie's
each attending student," said
single work. "Mr. Rushdie is
student Amrish Ramnnarine, who
not espousing a philosophy of
suggested during the meeting that
hate. He is a fiction writer with
a compromise could be reached by
a ' multicultural background,
giving Rushdie a more removed
and it seems fitting that ~is
role from commencement, such as
work should contain the
speaking very early or late during
contradictions and challenges
the ceremony so students could
toa particular religious and
attend Commencement without
ideological perspective." says Dr.
hearing Rushdie. Members from
Kathleen Waites.
Public Safety were also present and
However, others argue that
assured the students that the event
Rushdie is too offensive toward
would be safe despite Rushdie's
religious beliefs to speak at
reputation.
Commencement. "I believe that
. A world renowned author,
ofe:icpression that incites
freedom
Rushdie is most famous for his
violence and turmoil is the abuse
depictions of Islamic holy figures
of the right to free speech." says
in his book The Satanic Verses,
Junior Ambreen Parvez. "I would
which many found offensive. His
welcome Salman Rushdie to our
selection to be this year's keynote
university at any other event, but
speaker at Commencement has
graduation
is a one time event for
raised feelings from excitement to
the students and their families
resentment amongst the student
body. Some students have created . to celebrate their achievements
and to begin their step towards
a forum of discussion over the
topic, a facebook.com group . a new future." Student Rez
Alam, whose full thoughts may
called The Rights and Wrongs of
be found in Opinion Section of
Commencement 2006 @ NSU,
this issue says, '~No matter what
which as of press time has over 70
literary scholars may say, his
members.
satirical work was a pure affront
Those in favor of having
and a spit on the face."
Rushdie coming to speak argue
No decision has yet
in favor of free speech and

.~
1

Salman Rushdie

been made to change the
-Commencement speaker, so
students have start~d organizing
there own Commencement.
The Class of 2006 asks that
interested students, please
RSVP by em ailing NSUcoJIl
mencement2006@gmail.com
with their names, degree, and
the number of family members
and friends who would like
to attend. This alternate
Commencement, with interests
of respect, will not be held at
the same day and time of the
Rushdie Commencement.
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News from Around the World
Compiled by Paul Saneaux
Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis

North America

Snakes in -a Bank
AJohannesburg, South African man became frustrated
when the Absa bank sold his truck following his alleged failure
to repay a loan. Reuters reported .that Jan Abel Manamela
became angry and threatened to bomb the bank, then asked
for a $1.6 million compensation. When those methods did
not work, Manamela released five deadly, poisonous snakes
upon unsuspecting employees at bank headquarters. After
one employee was bitten, Manamela was sent to prison for
three years but was recently paroled, provided that he neve.r
contact bank employees or enter any bank locatiOns.
.--

-

School Board Books Wrong Jon Stewart
School board officials in Ogden, Utah thought that
they booked one of entertainment's bigge~t s:t;ats - Jon
Stewart, host of "The Daily Show" - for their _annual ·gala.
Unfortunately, according to the Chic~g~':Sli~~Tiine-s, _the
Jon A. Stewart they hired was actually a foriller monvationaf
speaker and pro-wrestler. Jon A. Stewart c6ntaCted SchQol
officials asking if they had the right man; to' which they
affirmatively replied. The school had sold 700 $50 tickets
for the event before realizing that they had the wrong man.
Some asked for refunds, but once word got out about the
mix-up, local acts began to donate their services. Despite his
Web site's title - "The Official Website of Chicago's Own .....
Jon Stewart; Professional Wrestler, Politician, Businessman,
Writer," the teacher in charge of booking failed to get the
right act.

Thief Sells High Price Equipment for Less
High-tech cell phone protocol equipment was lifted
from the front porch of a Lynnwood, Wash., home and sold
to a pawn shop for $300. Little did the thief know that the
actual worth of the electronic device was about $1.7 million.
HeraldNet said that the criminal followed the delivery truck
to the house and stole the box after being left on the porch,
an occurrence that police are seeing happen more frequently.
Leads pointed police to the pawn shop; when they went to
investigate the store, authorities encountered the man who
had originally sold the device. A secon,d arrest was made in
connection to the theft.

Man Inspired by Grand Theft Auto Flees
Police, Gets Caught
Forgetting the fine line between reality and video games,
a Troy, NY, man believed he could escape police because he had
done so in a popular video game franchise. Tyrone McMillan
led police on a 55 minute chase after authorities tried to pull
his SUV over because of a parole violation, reported Capital
News 9. After hitting two cars, including a police cruiser,
the chase came to an end and McMillan explained to police
"he thought he could outrun them because he played the
PlayStation video game 'Grand Theft Auto.'"

Gitmo detainee list r-eleased
Alier the Associated Press issued a Freedom on Information lawsuit against
the Pentagon, the U.S. government, "released the first list of detainees held at the
Guantanamo Bay p'rison" on Aptiil 19. This list is "the most extensive accounting yet
oEthe hundreds of people held there, nearly all of them labeled enemy combatants,"
according to the Associated Press. The Pentagon counted 558 detainees who "passed
through the Combatant Status Review Tribunal pl'ocess in 2004 and 2005 to determine
whether they should be deemed 'enemy combatants'." The listed prisonefs are 'from 41
countries, including Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia. Among the nathes IS David 'I;;Iicks,
~ an Australian Muslim accused-OHi~ting against U.S. troops and ct,>alition forces with
the Talib~n:Muhammed al-Qahtarlt- "a Saudi who reportedly wal~,upposed to be the
20 ih hijacker in the Sept. 11 terror attacks," is also on the list, although 'llliljtary officials
previously denied his imprisonment at Guantarramo. ~ny of the prisoner; have been
held for more than four years.
For more)nfo~mation visit www.msnbc.com.

Asia
Yahoo! may have ei;,osed Chine.se rebel
The-Agence France Presse reported on April 18 that "a France-based press
freedom group accused U.S. Internet s~ardl giant Yahoo! 0f helping China arrest
'cyberdissident' Jiang Lijun in 2003." The group, ]~eporters Without Borders, claims
to have "obtained court documents that reveal 'tahoo! provided Chinese officials
information that led to Jiang:s arrest" for I?f>sting online pro-democracy material. In
November 2003, he was arrested, charged with subversion, and was sentenced to four
years in prison, stated the coun tecords. The infC>f-'}lation released by Yahoo! supposedly
"enabled Chinese police t'O link Jiang and f~low democracy advocate Li Yibing to an
e-mail accountwithcritical!p.to-d.em.ocr1:t-cydocuments ... Aspok~sffianforRWB. said
that evidence is beginning to slrow tn.at Yahoo! has led police to tpe arrest of people
the group, has been defending. Yahoo! responded by saying that 'i t was "unaware of
this case" and thatit was "unclear how information about Jiang's onl'ine,.activities was
obtained by Chinese officials." Two weeks ago, R'WB representatives m~t atNahoo!'s
headquarters in Sunnyvale, California and told the comp~ny to remove it~ ser;ers from
China to ensure no collaboration with the Chinese government.
For more information visit wiuw.msnbc.com.

Africa
Sudan: 'Time not tight for U.N. mission'
The Associated Press reported on Aprll19 that "Sucla,nese officials have told the
United Nations that they would not wel'Come a U.N. missi0n to assess the conditions
in Darfur as the world body prepares to take over peacekeeping operations." The
Khartoum government explained that it' wou1-d firsllike to see the conflicting factions
conclude their peace talks in Abuja, Ntgeria. Previously, the African Union set an
April 30 deadline for the peac~ talks, which the U.N. Security council approved. U.N.
spokesman Stephane Dujartit:said that altbiottglr the U.N. is not welcomeg in Sudan
.
.
'
.....
at the moment, peaedteeping plans witl continue. U.S Ambassad?r;Jofin Bol'to,n was
disappointed with Sudan's r~ponse!{nd said "that's clearly a misdke that undermines'
our ability to do contingency planning;" The three-year conflict, in Darfur between
rebel African farming tribes and the Arab-controlled Sudanese govert),Il1ent has caused
"about 180,000 deaths-most from disease and lltl;ngeJi-and has displaced-tWQ. million
people."
...
For more information visit http://news.yahoo.com.
,

South America
Caribbean
Ships join searc:;h for Holloway
According to the Associated _Press, Aruban
authorities said "the Aruban coast guard searched offshore
Wedsday [April 19] for missing teenager Natalee Holloway."
The public prosecutor's office told reporters the coast
guard "was using sonar and other equipment to check an
unspecified area off the island of Aruba." Investigators have
also continued their search on land, questioning witnesses
in ,A ruba and working with authorities in the Netherlands.
Officials have not released any details on the arrest of 19-yearold Joran Va.n der Sloot, the last person seen with Holloway
leaving a bar on May 30,2005. Deepak and Satish Kalpoe,
two Surinamese brothers, were also arrested as suspects in
Holloway's disappearance 11 months ago, but were released
"after a judge ruted there was not enough evidence to hold
them."
For more information visit http://news.yahoo.com.

Crime waves hit Venezuela
Many Venezuelans lra:ve been ptotestirrgand criticizing President Hugo Chavez,
"accusing him of failing to make critll1e a priority," reported the Associated Press. "There
has always been crime, but not like this," said Preddy Dos Santos, whose 89-year-old
father was shot in the chest during a rob1i>e·r yand placed in intensive care at a local
hospital. "Now they open fire and that's it;" he explained. The government has taken .
steps to lower crime rates, "but ~ series of par.ticula:rly heinous murders sparked protests
earlier this month by people demanding safer streets." In an earlier speyclr on April
18, Chavez said "the rich are condemned to hell" and that "to \3e-~rieh' is evil." His
statements, many critics say, nave add-ed class tensions .to the existence of dangerous
crimes. According to reports from the Pan American Health Organization, Venezuela's
murder rate ranked third after that of Columbia and El Salvador; a.rmed robberies,
carjackings, and kidnap pings are also "frequent."'lhe government has vowed to decrease armed robbery crimes by implementing a·$4.,6 million "gun buyback program that will
offer people money to hand in revolvers and pistols." Even with those plans, many
Venezuelans say they are afraid to walk outdoors.
For more information visit http://news.yahoo.com.
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Baseball' Team 'Takes Down
Ba. ~ry University

By Tranell Mesa
Staff Writer

On April 18, the NSU baseball team
The NSU men's baseball
won against Barry University 3-0 to end . team ' (24-18) put an end to
a five-game losing streak. Pitcher Antony th~ir five game losing strea~ this:'
Bello improved to 9-2 on the mound, only - P;lS'l Tuesday as they took the
allowing two hits in 5 shutout innings :.wi~ , -against Barry University
while striking out two players. First - 3-0 in a non-conference game.
baseman Chris Reynolds was 2-for-,4 in ' The Sharks took a comfortable
this game with 2 RBI's, while designated
3-ql~- lec;ld in the bottom of the
hitter Brian Ikalina was I-for-2 with on{,:'.. thirq..· i~ning for what was to
RBI. In this game, the scoring came' in ~ 'be th~- Drily 3 runs that would
the third inning. Franklin Marinez, Greg , scor:e · th~ entire game. Two of .
Burtows and Shawn Langlois all singled the ga~ds RBIs were deliveredto load the bases with no outs. Chris by first baseman, junior Chris
Reynolds then stepped up to the place to Reynolds, who was 2 for 4 for
knock a two-run single, and Ikalina drove the evening, and the other by
senior designated hitter, Brian
in Langlois with a sac fly.
On April 15, the NSU baseball team Ikalina, who went 1 for 2.
dropped both games in a doubleheader
Starting junior pitcher
to the No.1 ranked University of Tampa Anthony Bello kept a cool
Spartans. They lost the games 12-4 and 7- and collected mentality on the
1 in Tampa, Fla. DH Brian Ikalina hit mound as he was able to relax a
a two-run home run and LF Franklin bit due to the confident lead his
Marinez drove in two runs with a 7'h offense provided, as well as the
inning double. But, the Sharks couldn't unstoppable defense his team
overcome a nine-run 3 rd inning deficit in put forth on the field.
the first game. Lou Leo, the NSU pitcher,
In
addition
to
the
had a loss in the opener allowing 12 earned excitement of the game, April
runs in 3 2/3 innings.
18 was also Student-Athlete

ROWING
On April 15, the women's rowing team
competed at the Southern Intercollegiate
Rowing Association's Championship
Regatta on Melton Hill Lake in Oak
Ridge, Tenn. The Sharks' Lightweight 4+
won their event, beating Virginia Tech,
the University of Alabama, the University
of Georgia, Georgia Tech, and Georgia
State with a time of 8:06.2. The Sharks'
Varsity 4+ finished with a third place finish
with a time of 8:05.8. NSU's Varsity 8+
finished in fourth place behind conference
rivals Barry University. They had a time
of7: 17.0. Lastly, the Sharks' women's pair
finished fifth place in the regatta.

Recognition night. Prior to
the game, all student athletes
at Nova Southeastern who
have maintained a grade point
average of 3.0 or above were
recognized for their hard work
on and off the field/ court/water!
golf course etc.
"I always like it when the
Student Athletic 'Advi~ory

On April 15, the softball team split
a win with the Florida Tech Panthers in
a doubleheader match. The Panthers took
game one, 10-2 in five innings, and the
Sharks won the second game 7-4. Jada
Phillips led NSU at the plate, as she was
2-for-2 on the day with 1 double and 2
runs. Shortstop Valen Eberhard now has a
four game hitting streak. She was 4-for-7
on the day with 2 RBI's and 2 runs scored.
RHP Shannon Lynch took her 'eighth win
of the season, allowing 5 runs on 15 hits.

Left: Lou Leo pitches
the ball to the defender
waiting at the plate.
Photos courtesy Gary
Curreri

Committee (SAAC) organizes
activities for the athletes to
participate in. It's a lot of fun
for everyone to get together
and support one another while
playing the games we love,"
stated
freshman
Nathalie
Cabrera.
"It was great that

the SAAC community got
everyone togc::ther to watch
the baseball game, it was fun,"
stated Sophie Friis. Free pizza,
soft drinks and snow cones were
available throughout the first
3 innings of the game, as well
as certificates for all those who
were recognized.

Women's Rowing Team Competes
at Southern Intercollegiate Rowing
Association Spring Championships
By Alicia Winslett

SOFTBALL

Above: Shawn Langlois
hits the ball.

Sports Editor

. On April 15 in Oak Ridge,
Tenn., the NSU women's
rowing team competed at the
Southern Intercollegiate Rowing
Association's
Championship
Regatta. The women's team had
a strong performance with three
boats in the Grand Finals.
The Sharks' Lightweight 4+
won their event with a time of
8:06.2. In the race, they beat
Virginia Tech, the University
of Alabama, Georgia Tech,
the Univ:ersity of Georgia, and
Georgia State. "The win for us

.-

l

was great, but we have a lot University and the University
to prepare for to perform well . of Washington. The Sharks
at conferences," said Christy finished ahead of Florida Tech
and the University of California
Fritch.
The Varsity 4.+ then had San Diego. The' Sharks' pair
a third place finish with a time finished in fifth place in their
race.
of 8:05.8. The Sharks beat the
The women's rowing
University of Miami, Murray
State and the ,University of team will compete in the
Sunshine State Conference
Kansas, but · they finished
behind William and Mary and Rowing Championships oil
May 8. "We are looking forward
Kansas State.
NSU's
Varisty , 8+
to elevating our performance
finished forth in their , race one more notch before the
championships,"
with a time of 7: 17.0 behind conference
conference
rivals
Barry said Coach Gartin.
University, Grand Valley State

'-
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Steroids, a Minor
Problem?

WQmen's GQlf
Mon 5/1106

NCAA Division II South Regional

By Alicia Winslett
Sports Editor

Pensacola, FL

SQftball
Fri
Sat
Sat

4/28/06
4/29/06
4/29/06

7:00p.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:00p.m.

Steroids have moved from being a major
league problem, to a minor league one as
well.
- Ari~ona Diamondbacks minor league
pitcher Angel Rocha was suspended for 100
games on April 18. This penalty has been the
roughest since the suspension process has
' ~-come into play. This wasn't RochisJirst time
being suspended; he was also suspended for
15 games last June.
Four ot~er players, pitcher Karl Jelinas of
the Los Angles Angels, Jorge Reyes, a pitcher
. for the New York Mets, Yonathan Sivira, an
outfielder for St. Louis, and Matthew Varner,
a pitcher for San Diego, were also suspended
50 games apiece for positive tests. T h e
suspension process has been drastically
changed since last year. Last yea, if a player
had a positive test they were suspended for 15
games. Now, a player sits out for 50 games.
If they test rwice with a positive test, they are
suspended for 100 games, up from 30 last
year.
The punishment for the major leagues
has also changed, lengthened from 10 days
to 50 games for a positive test. Last season,
there were 81 suspensions in the minor
league.

St. P.etersburg~ FL
St. Petersburg, FL
St. Petersburg, FL

Eckerd College
Eckerd College
Eckerd College

Basebtdl
Tue
Fri
Sat
Sat

4125/06
4/28/06
4/29/06
4/29106

6:00p.m..
6:00p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.

'Flori~a Tech
R{)t1~rfs College

Home
Home
Home
Home

Rollins College
R911ins College

NCAA II
NCAA II
NCAAII
NCAA II

Men's GQlf
NCAA Dwisi'/:}I(Ii Stliper R'8gional

Mon 5/1/006

28, 2006

Duncan, OIda,

From left to right: MarUite' Vasquez-Gonzalez, Victoria Corayons, Amanda luna,
and Elizabeth Gist. Photo courtesy Gary Curreri

Rowing Grand Finale

SPORT
Team
W Rowing
WGolf
W Tennis
Baseball
M. Golf
Softball
M. Basketball
W Basketball
M. Soccer
W Soccer
W Cross Country
M. Cross Country
Volleyball

RANK
SSC REG NAT

N/A

1

2

5
4

4

4

4

9
RV

6

7
8

NR
NR
. 8

7
2

. NR
NR
7
NR
5
N/A
10
N/A NR
NR
9
4

36
NR

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

Women's Tennis

sse STANDINGS
SSe.

W L

W

OVERALL
W

L

Lynri

8

0

16

1

Barry

7

1

14

3

Eckerd

6

2

17

3

Nova Southeastern

5

3

15

5

Rollins

4

4

11

10

Florida Southern

3

5

10

' 9

Tampa

2

6

7

11

Florida Tech

1

7

4

16

Saint Leo

0

8

5

14

Wo.men'.s \t'arsit:y 4+ learn (Time.)
1. William &. Mary College (8:02.3)
2. Kansas State (8:04.8)
3. Nova Southeastern University (8:05.8)
4. Murray State (8:07.9)
5. Univetsity of Miami (8: 17.8)
6. Wake Forrest (8:45.4)
Wo.men's Varsity 8+ Team (Time)
1. Barry University (7:03.3)
2. Grand Valley State University (7:06.5)
3. Washington University (7:10.0)
4. Nova Southeastern University (7:17.0)
5. Florida Tech (7: 17.8)
6. University of California-San Diego (7:18.1)

. Baseball

Softball

sse STANDINGS

. sse STANDINGS

L

ssc

OVERALL

SSC
SCHOOLS

Women's Lightweight 4+ Team (Time)
1. Nova Southeastern University (8:06.2)
2. Virginia Tech (8: 12.5)
3. University of Georgia (8:29.5)
4. Georgia State (8:33.8)
5. University of Alabama (8':36.5)
6. Georcgia Tech (8d7.3)

PCT

W

L

T

OVERALL

PCT

SCHOOLS

W

L

PCT

W

L

T

PCT

.875

Florida Southern

15

3

.833

40

4

0

.909

i
~

Tampa

14

1

.933

35

5

o

Saint Leo

10

5

.667

30

14

0

.682

Barry

15

3

.833

33

7

0

.825

Florida Southern

10

5

.667

29

15

0

.659

Saint Leo

12

6

.667

31

16

0

.660

Lynn

9

9

.500

28

15

0

.651

FloridaTech .

13

8

.619

29

13

0

.690

Barry

7

8

.467

28

15

1

.648

Rollins

9

9'

.500

36

15

0

.706

Florida Tech

8

10

.444

24

19

0

.558

Lynn

7

14

.333

23

20

0

.535

Nova Southeastern

6

9

.400

23

18 .

0

.561

Nova Southeastern

6

12

.333

20

24

0

.455

Rollins

5

13

.278

22

20

0

.524

Tampa

5

13

.278

18

26

0

.409

Eckerd

3

12

.200

12

27

0

.308 I

. Eckerd

2

16

.111

13

35

0

.271

--

~
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Digressio~

Magazine Captivates
wi,th Pu b.1i~ ,Read ing
,~
,
,-,,,-,,,,,
,
~
, J "" ~
',,
, ~
,
'
~~-~~~

By Mic,h ael Bergbauer
Staff Writer

Curren,t: Events Calendar

April 26
Day of Silence
Breaking of silence at 7 p.m.
Presidential Ambassadors End of
the Year Dinner
5:30 p.m. ASA 104
Student Engagement

April 27
Quad Thursdays
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. Library Quad
Sponsored by Student Activities
Financial Management Workshop
12 - 1 p.m. Rosenthal 205
Sponsored by Student Activities

April 28
BYBLOS Conference on
Children's Literature
, 7 a.m. - 4 p.m. Miniaci Center
For more info, visit http://www.
browardlibrary.org
Technology Fair
2 - 4 p.m. Alvin Sherman Library
Sponsored by OIT
Pre-Pharmacy Banquet
7 - 9 p.m. TBA
RSVP dustthoill@nova.edu

April 29
Forensic Sciences Symposium
8 a.m., 2 p.m.
HPD Steele Auditorium
Evening Under the Stars
Fundraiser Event
7:30 - 10 p.m.
Moran Family Center Village

Compiled/t'@Rf tlte Stttdent Affai
calendar I; NSU Shlftr/( Bytes.

," '"'''''''On''''"'''Apr'ff''' ' ' ' ' '26'~""""""" 'staff!
;writers for Digressions, NSU'sl " '
l iterary magazine: gatheredl ,
~11n- the Parker Lobby and)
,', '[held a public reading of the!
I~agazine.
,
I
i,
. The event started with thee
Istaff advisor, Suzanne Ferriss,!
--igraciausly , thanking this!
staff. 'Afterward, publici
lreadings from the magazinej
kom~enced, including "The!
iBox" by Ryan Frabizio,\
I"Little Things" by Elizabethj
!Harbaugh, and "My Closet"!
Iby Anthony Labson.
:
! The event also showcased!
!a display of all the photos andl
loriginal artwork featured inl
Ithe publication.
;
,
The magazine, create~
land staffed by undergraduat~
;students, features poetry,!
!short fiction, original artworkl
land photographs.
Editor-in-ChiefElizabethli
,.
!Harbaugh said that "We'vd
;h ad a beautiful staff and each!
~ear the magazine continue~
Ito improve. I look forwar~
'

'lYeai's

I

!t()I1e~~, x~aE, ?~iI1~?~~,~~Et~aI1!

Digressions Editor-in-Chief Liz Harbaugh reads a selection 'she
wrote for the literary magazine. Photo by Greg Kyriakakis
ever. "
Frabizio, who is assuming
the Editor-in-Chief position
next year following Harbaugh's
graduation, said that the
quality of this year's installment
set a high standard for coming
editions. "It will be tough
because Liz did it this year and
she really is the best. I feel like
I have a lot to live up to."
After the event, the staff
had a short meeting detailing
plans for the next edition of
the magazine, including an

earlier pnntmg schedule, an
improved website allowing
for online submissions, and
more publicity events with
refreshments.
Digressions magazine can
be found online at http:/ /
www.undergrad.nova.edu/
hum/digressions.cfm or in the
Division of Humanities, Parker
380 and around campus. For
further information, contact
Ferriss at ferriss@nova.edu or
(954) 262-8219.

Fischler School to' Offer International
Arts and Culture Infusion in Sweden
By Kristine Belizaire
Current Affairs Editor

"Create
something
global" is the theme behind
the two week summer course
offered by NSU's Fischler
School of Education and
Human Services. The course
provides students with the
opportunity to explore ' the
arts, education, and culture
in Sweden.
David Spangler, NSU's
Interdisciplinary' Program
Administrator and Artistic
Director said thaC"students
should join this program if
they want to expand their
discipline, whether its music,
design or theatre, so that they
can do larger interdisciplinary
projects with a perspective
on conceptual and creative
issues."
Students will also be

able to explore Swedish,
own scripts, compose songs,
Scandinavian and European
choreograph dances, and assist
arts and culture and receive
with costuming, set design,
optional course credit from
lighting, and the recording of
NSU.
the cast album.
Orlando Espinosa, a senior
, For additional credit,
at the university, spoke about
students can also participate in
his time spent with the program
all three weeks of the summer l
in Sweden. S'fi was an amazing
program (July 16 - August 6,
experience to participate in
2006) to receive advanced
an infusion of cultural art.
training ,in the Lovewell
Having an opportunity to see
Method, or may choose to
how other student create art, . . complete an artistic project in
the similarities are astonishing.
their field during the two week
I definitely think that anyone
trip.
with the opportunity should
Room and board rates
go" .
vary depending on the
Presented by the Lovewell
exchange rate and length of
Institiute for the Creative Arts,
stay. Cost estimates will be
the class works with a cultural
available at the beginning of
exchange workshop for Swedish . the summer. Spangler can be
and
Ameri~an
teenagers
reached for more information
in the city of Linkoping,
at 800-986-3223 ext. 8363 or
Sweden.
The
curriculum
davids@nova.edu.
allows students to write their

-- -
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FFV Block Party
By Greg Kyriakakis
Current Affairs Editor

Strong winds blew through the
Goodwin dorms during the second
Farquhar/Founders/Vettell Block
Party held on April 12. According
to coordinators, the event allowed
for students to have some fun
before the stress of finals sets in.
Originally planned to be
held in the Pagoda outside of the
- FFV halls, a power outage caused
planners to move the event near
Goodwin. The Zeta Phi Beta
sorority, already having an event in
-the same location, combined their
efforts with the block party.
"When we lost power, it gave
us a reason to collaborate," said
FFV Area Director Karen Regan.
"[The Zetas] opened up their hearts
and let us in."
The extra attendees in the area
taxed the Zeta's burger supply, said
Cassandra Oliver of the sorority.
She said that the new organization
has been enjoying their time on

campus. "The students have been
rather welcoming," explained
Oliver.
With all of the construction
obstructing pathways surrounding
the dorms, the block party allowed.'
for students to get together .and
have fun. "We're just trying to keep
the residents' spirits up," explained
Regan.
The -circle in front of the FFV
buildings,-- served as a "naqHil envir6nme'rit" for the first party,
since )t was easy for students _to
access. Construction fences now in
plac,e make it difficult for passing
sttict.e~s-,tQ__ ' n~vigate the ,campus,
the move ' to Goodwin worked
out well.
Construction has been a major
concern surrounding the dorms,
but despite inconvenience when
walking to class and added noise
from trucks, Regan said that "it
seems like the residents are doing
fine." She is hopeful some stress for
residents will be released when the

so

The Zeta Phi Beta sorority, having a burger cookout nearby, provided
food for many students in attendance. Photo by Greg Kyriakakis

University Center opens and more
walkways become accessible.
According to Regan, the first
block party in November attracted
about 100 people throughout the
night. Coupled with ZPB, the
latest block party attracted many
students who enjoyed the event.
''I'm having a great time.
It's great music, great food, great

show," said Etta Mills, a junior at
NSU. "They should have more of
these. It's a lot of fun."
Regan is hoping that more
block party events sponsored by
Residential Life will be held in
coming years.

Sick of those steady
9t~ 5jobs?
Would you prefer ajob that
comes with the comfort of
your own hours?
>i

Then becol11e a ltVriter for your
student neltVspaper.
There are no full-time obligations or
commitments, andyou will receive $30 per
published feature. -

Interested?
Emaill1sul1ewS@l1ova.edu!

Sick and tire'd
of -old new's1
Then g-e t caught in
The Current.
~
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Family KiUs With Crunk Force
By Marines Alvarez
A&EEditor
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Show/'izBitJ
By Marines Alvarez
A&EEditor

There was a time when
I thought that originality was a
good thing. I'm not saying that
it isn't, but let me introduce you
to a little-known Atlanta based
band named Family Force Five.
Now, if that band name alone
hasn't got you running away,
within tWo seconds of lieariilg
the self labeled "crunk rock" on
their sophmore album Business

I'm so, so c'Suri"

in the Front, Party in the Back,

your ears will be crying out for Photo Courtsy of Amazbn.com
relief.
in case you were wondering, yes, the
Not sure what "crunk rock" is?
letters are actually spoken by the Speak
Well, I wasn't either, and unfortunately
and Spell. The truth is, that instead of
I found out the hard way. Remember, if
grammar, Family Force Five should've
you will, a time~when Limp Bizkit and
been focusing on spelling. "Cadillac
PO D ruled airways (hard to imagine, I
Phunque?" "Kountry ' Gentlemen?"
know). Now take this genre of rap-metal
"Put Ur Hands Up?" What are you
and fuse it with emo and you've got what
trying to accomplish by butchering the
I like to call rap-emo. Or Emo-rap. Or
English language? What does music
Perno. Or Emra. Who knows what it
have to do with desperately trying to
really is other than the band that created
find alternative spellings? My poor spell
it: Family Force Five.
check is currently experiencing its worst
Maybe you're still not getting the
nightmare, all in the name of "crunk
picture. The guys of the Force have cited
rock."
their inspirations as being Pete Rock,
Musically, things don't look
Kool and the Gang, Outkast, Kraftwerk,
up for the boys. Post-hardcore guitars
Rage Against the Machine, and (last
layered on classic Papa Roach beats
but not least) Jesus. Instead of keeping
and a few appearances by the keytar
these influences in their own personal
make the entire effort 42 minutes of
collections, they decided to put them all
pain and confusion. Each passing song
together and produce an album that I'm
is worse than the last, and by the time
not sure Jesus would even listen to.
the album ends with the appropriately
Business in the Front, which may
named "Numb," which is a song about
just be the worst name for an album
moonwalking, I couldn't help but throw
ever, opens with the song "Cadillac
up a little in my mouth.
Phunque." From the opening notes,
The saddest part of it all is that
you notice a few things: first, the Force
many ofyou will think that I am kidding.
boys didn't get the memo that stated
Even if I tell you that the band's slogan
that pasty skinny white boys rapping is
is "May the crunk be with you," you still
not the best idea. Sure, Vanilla Ice had a
may not believe me. All I can say now is
song and okay, K-Fed has an audience,
that if you actually bought the CD, leave
but I'm pretty certain that audience is
the shrink-WCftp alone. I think stores will
his son, who can't speak up in his own
let you return an unopened CD.
defense when the music is blasted in his
I wish I could rate this musical
nursery.
debauchery with negative points but
Second, the Force boys aren't the
I don't think that, is allowed. Instead, I
best at writing songs, as is evidenced by
will give it one cent because, and only
lyrics like "Hey, you know..... cardboard
because, originality does count for
is, uh, one of the coolest things ever
something, and if n'othing else, no other
made by paped" and "I give my props
human being has ever reached the low of
to the Speak and Spell! it taught me
inventing "crunk rock." Kudos, Family
grammar in the A-T-L. " And just
Force Five. Kudos.

Rating: $0.01

Record Label: Maverick Records / Gotee Records

Album length: 12 tracks, 42 minutes and 15 seconds
Street Date: March 21,2006 (Gotee)

Dear Mr. Cruise: I just want to say that I'm sorry. Not,
like, really sorry, but sorry enough I guess. Sorry that
I ~o,ught that Katie wasn't really pregnant and that
she was Just wearing a pregnancy pillow under her
clothes. Sorry for thinking that you would actually
make Katie do the silent birth even though you told
Dianne Sawyer that "if she [needed] an epidural, she
[would] get one." Sorry because no matter how many
times you say you were joking, telling GQ magazine
you're going to eat Katie's placenta is not funny. Most
of all though, I'm sorry because you still kind of freak
me out. Good luck to you and your newborn baby
girl named Suri, which is "princess" in Hebrew and
"red rose" in Persian. Oh, and yeah, you too Katie.

Autographs 101
There are some things that celebrities need to know
about signing autographs. For example, there is an
appropriate time and an inappropriate time to do it.
Appropriate: "Hey Orlando Bloom! I think you're
so hot. Would you sign this for me?" Inappropriate:
"Hey Orlando Bloom, you just ran me over with
you car, I'm bleeding internally and my scooter is all
messed up. What are you going to do about it? An
autograph?" Alas, if only I were joking. Mr. Bloom
pulled out in front of some guy on a sc(')oter and
sent him to the ground. Always one to think on his
feet, Bloom scribbled a note that said, "Sorry Mate"
and signed it. Unfortunately, an "Orlando Bloom"
autograph doesn't make everyone feel all better and
scooter man was taken to the hospital for treatment
of his minor cuts and internal bleeding.

1he End ofthe Will-enium
Anyone remember that horrible song? Dees anyone
still "get jiggy with it?" I sure hope not, but speaking
of "jiggy," all my Hollywood marriage dreams have
been crushed. There are some marriages you don't
expect to last (ahem, Britney ... ) and others that
are supposed to always be, like Will Smith and Jada
Pinkett. Apparently the Smiths have had an open
marriage and Jada's lesbian lover, in unnamed New
Jersey woman, has come out in the hopes that Jada
will too. I don't want to believe it. Say it isn't so. Say
it's all for the press. Oh, or maybe say the lesbian
laver is like, Jessica Simpson or something because
that would be interesting too. Oh, wait, I mean ...
never mind.

Sailor Moon, Sailor Mars, Sailor Anorexia
I'm not sure if there are any remaining "Sailor Moon"
fans but if you are you may want to look away. I might
just kill your love. Japanese magazine f'Animage" is
reporting the FOX has bought the rights to Sailor
Moon and is interested in making it a live action full
length movie. The magazine also claims that FOX's
first choice director would be Joss Whedon (of Firefly
and Wonder Woman fame), and their idea for Sailor
Moon? Lindsay Lohan. Why? Why do people insist
on giving her work? If nobody hires her, she'll go
away. But no, life is not that easy. Then again, this
may all just be rumors and "Sailor Moon" will just
have to live on in every fanboy's imagination.

l
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Earn up to $220'" a month!
Qualified Specialty Plasm.a Donors
can Earn up to $300* a month
HOURS

For more details,' call or stop by: · .

Mon-Thurs 8:30AM-7PM

954-987-6240
230 I N. University Dr., Suite # I03,

Fri 9AM-SPM
Sat 9AM-1 PM .

Pembroke Pines

WALK-INS WELCOME
..
~

....

NEW DONORS EARN

-,,, I
8,OPHARMACfUTICALS

'.

$65 THIS WEEK!
*Must have legal ID along with
pr90f of S.S~# and local residency_
*Payment amounts may vary
--aepending upon donation
frequency· & program.
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Get Paid: BllSil'leSS Career Series

Sports Management

"

April 18, 2006
\\Then: 4:30 p.111. to 5: 30 p.tu.
\\There: I)t"Santis Building H.OOlll 1047
RSVP: 954.262.5026 or
specialevents(£i>hllizenga.nova.edu
Presented by: Dr. Peter Finley, Ph.D.
Dr. Jeffery Fountain, Ph. I).
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"How do you feel about Salma~ Rushdie speaking at
.Underg rad uate .CJ>mJllencement?"

Christopher Kantenga
Fort Myers, FI
Sophomore
Biology

Cristine Jaramillo
Ecuador
Senior
B.P.M.

"I feel he should give the
commencement for this year.
I am sure he has a lot of
interesting things to say."

"His
statements
were
offensive, but his opinion is a
bit exaggerated in the Nova
campus."

Kyle Ngyen
Vietnam
Junior

. "I think it's kind of late to vote
against it now."

Lauren Donnelly
Boston
Biology
Sophomore

"I think he should be allowed to
speak at graduation, because
everyone is entitled to freedom
of speech."

"

_ Anisa Andoni
Fort Lauderdale, FI
Biology
Junior

-

"I believe that letting a person
like him make a speech at NSU'
graduation is not safe, and
very controversial for diverse
students."

Janothan Jordan
North Miami Beach, FI
Sophmore
Law

Yi Jey Lin
Taiwan
Junior
Biology

Akasat Bhargava
India
Sophnmore
Finance

"The people in the Middle east
should enjoy the samefreedoms
that we share in the Americas.
Expression without violence is
essential for all governments
around the world."

"Even though I signed a petition
for stopping him from coming,
however, I have a second
thought about it. I think he fits
the name of 'Good and evil'.
Perhaps that's why the school
chose him."

"I am fine with the speaker. The
University supports freedom of
speech and expression and I
believe we should not penalize
someone for that."
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$500 cash bonus

Special offer for college and trade school students,
recent grads and graduate students

Apri:1 28

May be combined with most other publicly available
Ford Motor Company national incentives at the time of purchase
or lease on the model you select Limit one offer per customer,
See your local Ford or Lincoln Mercury Dealer for details,
Visit our Web site for official Program rules, .

Stick It
Starring: Jeff Bridges, Missy Peregrym
Director: Jessica Bendlnger
Genre: C0medy

MPAA Rating: PG-13
A 17 year-oM ex~gyl.1ill1astics s,tar witht big family
proot'ems billds illerse:lf @n the wrong side of like law ahrer
one too many OCFests. Forced back irltTO the regimelilted
world of gymnastics to clean up her act, slie rediscovers
her love of the sport and !;ets me'chu41ce to make peace ,
" ~ ,
with her dysfUnctional life.

United 93
Starring; J. J. Johnson, Gary Commock, Poly Adams'Director: Paul Greengrass
' ..
'
Genre: Drama
. '" '

.:

-.

M'PAA ,Rat"illg; It
A drama that telis the story of the passengers aua crew, their fam£ties
on the grouna and the flight contro:Hers who watcned in dawning ilorror as
United Airlines P:]t~ht 93 became tne fourth hiyackea plane on
day of
rite worst terrQrist attacks on AnH~rican soil: September 11, 2001. United
93 recreates .e doomed trip jill, actual time, from takeo" to hijacking to
the reaJi,zarion by those onboard that therr plane was pGrt of a coordiirratea
atta<i. anfoleiin!J on tile ~rollna beneath them.

Log on to www.YourTicket2Drive.com
for a chance to win:

me

It

r A trip to the 2006 mtvU

Woodie Awards
in New York City

Also Op.ening: Akeelah and the Bel!, JiJlater, and RY

Availati)le Apri" 25
Let Lave In by the Goo Goo Dois
!Vby G€ldsmftCR
A Girl Li'ke Me hy Jti-hanna
Louder Now by 'lakin!; Back Sunday

I.,kl"'_

t $500 cash

r

A brand new 2007 Ford Fusion!

061 cOlleg~ur~J~~$~~am

~

1&
L

j

N COlN

www,fordcollegehq.com

•

~. t-..~ ~~~.~_

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Open to legal resldants of the U.S. 18 and cider wtlO are currently enrolled (or have gra.':luated aftel 5i1:04j in/from
a nationally accredited coliegeiuni,ersi~/, junior col leg e, communiry college or trade sciloo' at time n' entry. VOID IN ALASKA AND HAWAii AND
WHEREVER PROHIBITED OR RESTRiCTED BY LAW Entries for the Grana Prize SweepstaKes,,""S! be received by 11 ;59 p.m. (ESn on 10i1i06 and
entries for the Momhly Swee.pstakes drawings must be received by 11 :59 p.m (ESn on the 27th day of each calendar month during tile
Sweepsmkes Period. Subject to the Official Rules. Visit YourTicket20~ive.com .

Available Aprll 25
Vanished by Karen Icobards
Ten years ag(), Sarah. MasoRs six-y~aI'-otd daughter vani&hea during
an Cl,uting at a local park in Beaufort, SQuth Caro~ina. Desprte a furious
search, tittle Lexie was never found, and Satan was left to pick up the pieces
of her shattetted life and go Oil)} as best she could. Then, on one hot july
night., site ret:tt1l1$ home fl1omwork t-o near t4te phone ringing, When she
picks it up, a chiid's terrl£ied voice whispers, "Mommy, hebp, come an.cl get
me." The cali is cut off, htlt not before Sarah's heart !;1)@S ifll10 overdrive: tke
voice belol1gs to Lexie. Six-ye-ar-old Lexie. Though ten. years have passed,
ske sonnds exactly the SGime.

Life Laughs by JennY' McCarthy
Jenny McC<Wt~ New Io/xyk Times best5e~11ng alitth;O'f of JJJaby Laughs
and Belly Ld}l(;gt:JiS, sp.eaks candidly abol$t rhe cltallilenges anti tine b:ttmor to be
found in balandngrnotllel'lnood a<lld.the u.ps and downs of naar,nage.

I'D 1818188S
Available Apri1 2'5
Scarlett Johansson in Match Point
Heath L@dger in Casa-nava
James Franco in Ttisra,n and Isolde
Chariize Thetol1 itl Aeon Ftux;

April2.S
D:tvid Copp>erield at the 'BankAclafltic Center 1n Stlflrise

Ap.26
FallOut Boy at dIe BankUni:ted Center in Coral Gables
Anberlitn at dIe' Cuiture i.oom tn Ft. Laillaerdale

OUr ·Y'.1lola ~ ip' ciJ!I!et'!! tllillc!:il. textl:roo k~ !IIld !llIpptle ail.di e1o'etl !p.H:fiX! ii mool11ly
~ ipc:ild

Kenney Ches'ney $t the Bank -Aria-tltk Center in Stindse

Movie synops,is and photos courtesy ofwUIw.1novies.yaboo.com
Book synapsis courtesy 01 www.bamesandnoble.com
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.. Letter from a Reader

Dear NSU Community,

face in a complex and engaged person to speak - is a quality to be
global society. In more than championed. Rushdie, himself,
15 novels, countless essays, is well regarded for his teachings
a~~icles, and public speeches, he on this issue.
There appears to be no
has addressed the fundamental
rights of expression - a value foundation for the concerns
and- commitment shared by this expressed about personal safety.
.institution.. : Therefore,
. -.- Rushdie's In the past year, RIJshdie has
presence as a ' commencement appeared in more than 20 public
including several
speaker serves exactly the mission forums
sought in this role: a person of colleges and universities. There
great prominence and service have been no incidents, nor
framing thought provoking, has he made any request for
salient, inspiring, challenging, additional security protection.
Nonetheless, NSU Public Safety
and relevant issues.
Rushdie has served as a officials have been briefed on the
commencement
speaker
at upcoming visit - and the Public
several of the' most .distinguished Safety office has worked closely
universities in the world. His with local law enforcement and
messages - and the responses by with Arena persohnel to insure
students and faculty - have been that all are prepared and aware.
Rushdie no longer lives in
positive and celebratory. We are
in very good company. In fact, hiding and has become a very
the overwhelming response from public figure. The death sentence
the university community has has been lifted by all but the most
groups.
been very positive: students and radical/ fundamental
many
distinguished
faculty are genuinely eager and - Sadly,
individuals have comparable
excited to hear this speaker.
Please understand that Mr. threats (including recent campus
Ambassador
Paul
Rushdie was not selected with the speaker,
intention to insult any member Bremer). I am confident that our
of the community. His message commencement will be safe for
is one of the rights of freedom our community.
It is important to place
and liberties. He advocates no
violent action. To that end, commencement in context. A
the analogies to shouting 'fire' commencement speaker serves
in a crowded theatre are simply the entire community. The last
inaccurate. At some level, ' all 100 years are filled with examples
speech has the potential to of major - and often controversial
offend - we must strive to find - statements that have been made
college
commencements.
ways to engage, not silence, those at
British
Prime
Minister
Churchill
offenses.
Freedom of expression is introduced the concept of the
what allows higher education 'Iron Curtain' at the Westminster
Missouri
1946
to function.
We would not College,
have a university without it. I commencement. GeorgeMarshall
understand that some people may introduced what would be known
disagree with Rushdie (as some as the 'Marshall Plan' (to restore
may disagree with many potential Europe) a't Harvard University's

Dear Concerned Students,
I know some people have been following
the Salman Rushdie issues more closely than
. Recent letters and newspaper
others, and my own attention to it has b~en ··
editorials have expressed concern
something of a journalistic interest. I think.
over the selection of Salman
I've read enough at this point, though; to add
__Rushdie as the speaker ~at the
my own two cents.
_
'upcommg
undergraduate
Randy expressed concerns last ' week
- G6mtrlenCement- ceremony. Two
over the safety of having Rushdie sp~ak -it -primary issues have been raised:
commencement, while Farheen was bothered
co~~e-m for personal safety artd
more by the man's writings being an insult
per~eived insult of the Musiim
to her religion. Elsewhere on this page today,
community.
Dean Rosenblum's reply focuses on free speech
First, let me say that I am
and open dialogue.
pleased to see expression of
While I'm at least as happy as Dean
concern and debate on campus.
Rosenblum that people are actually expressing
These are important tools for
their opinions on these pages, I think I have
exploration of ideas and serve
to disagree on some level (and agree on others)
as the cornerstone of the role
with everyone involved.
and
mission of this university.
While Rushdie's book, written in 1988,
Higher education is designed
was certainly a major insult to Islam, those
to be a forum for the exchange,
who are upset about it should at least consider
exploration, and expansion of
looking at the things that he has written since.
ideas.
I fully recognize that
The Satanic Verses was written almost 20 years
these
ideas
sometimes come into
ago- before some students at this school were
conflict with personal values
even born- and it's sad that people feel that
(and contrasting ideas). The
they have to boycott their own graduation
question
is not whether we will
ceremony because of it. Not that they can't be
disagree - but how we manage
insulted by the book- that's their prerogative.
those disagreements.
This is
I'm not even religious, let alone Muslim, and
the fundamental value of ' the
even I find the book a bit insulting.
institution: handHng discourse in
On the other hand, there is the issue of
free speech, and i£ as a journalist, I didn't
a rational and ope~ manner.
support that, I would be a bit of a hypocrite.
In this regard, I take strong
From what I've read, Rushdie is an excellent
exception to calls to ban this
speaker. I'm sure he has plenty of inspirational
speaker.
things to say, and he certainly fits the bill if
Salman
Rushdie
has
we're looking for someone to go along with
exemplified
himself as
an
the Good and Evil theme. I wouldn't be
extraordinary
writer ~
and
too worried about safety either; people in
thinker. He has been recognized
attendance being injure4 while listening to
by
numerous
international
Rushdie speak, while possible, is probably
organizations for his writing and
about as likely as the same people being
his work on critical human rights
injured in an airplane crash. I'm pretty sure
and civil rights matters. Further,
that those who are concerned haven't stopped
in his recent public: appearances, speakers and even teachers). The
flying, so this is little different.
Rushdie has spoken on the very fact that we can disagree - and yet
However, concerning Rushdie's history
. real and relevant issues .that we be civil and support the right of a
and the high number of Muslim students we
have at NSU, I believe the administration
could have been a little bit more culturally
sensitive when choosing the commencement
speaker. Having Rushdie speak at NSU
would have been perfectly fine as part of the
Distinguished Speaker Series- even those
By Marines Alvarez
"Passions." I just can't
opposed to his speaking at commencement
A&EEditor
restrain or help myself any
have said that. Having a controversial speaker
longer. It all .started during
it on campus is an excellent way to foster thought
Alas, year's end is quickly
and discussion, but I believe that a graduation
approaching, and as it does I ask . a bleak and especially dreary
ceremony is not really the place for that kind
summer in 1999. Not only
mysel£ "Have I shared everything
of controversy.
was I 12 and dumb, but I was
I could've possibly wanted to
bored. Yes, I realize excuses are
share?" If you know, even just
Sincerely,
cheap,
but seriously, tuning
a little itty bit, then you know
into a brand new daytime soap
that the answer is, of course, no.
opera was as good as it got that
What else could I possibly have
year.
Oh, the pain and misery
left to say?

Please See LETTER
Page1~

,.. ~

Too Stupid- to Live

rlU4/ut lIan~OO4e

I could've saved if I had just
looked away.
Before you turn the page
while you grumble, "why the
heck is she writing about soap'
operas," please understand that
NBC's "Passions" is not just a
soap opera. Seriously, would

Please See STUPID
Page 14
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STUPID
continued from page 13

"

12 and dumb ... the pain and misery I could've saved
if I had just looked away [from my-Passions}."

someone's house be sucked into
hell on "One Life to Live?"
Would people be picking
magical mushrooms to keep
evil at bay on "The Bold and
the Beautiful?" Does anyone
practice self flagellation on
'ill the World Turns?" Could
re-runs of "Port Charles" be
featured on the Sci-fi channel?
I didn't think so.
But let me clarify. I am
by no means defending this
potato sack of crap known as
"Passions." It's horrible, with
horrendous acting and story
lines way above and beyond
what is expected from the
genre. So much so that they
should just say it's a spoof and
call it a day.
I know that soap operas
are to be far from realistic,
but the day that Kay, one of
the teen-aged main characters,
sold her soul to the devil and
was transformed into her arch
nemesis!cousin so that she could

have sex, with her arch nemesis!
cousin's boyfriend, I began to
question. It seems likely that the
writers got hold of the magical
mushrooms their characteJs are
fond of p}_cking. I just say that I hate
monOlogues? I hate monologues.
Hey; ~ stupid, the person you're
trying to keep a secret from is
sta~di?g two feet away while you
. talK... ~o ·youfself.l.,uckily though,
'. in" H.artn~ny and I'n soap cities
around the ~ :'Yofld, ' everyone
suffers (rom actite hearing loss.
I think'one day I'm going to
march onto the set of "Passions"
and say, "Hey everyone, I have
an idea. How about someone has
a baby and they know who the
mommy and the daddy is?" And
then I would be "escorted" off
the premises.
All that being said, let it be
known that I definitely do not
. " ... reguIarIy.
watch "paSSlons
Which is okay, because if I catch
an episode 9nce a year I can

.can-

is lo·oking
for talente,·d, e·nthusiastic
i'ndlviduals to be p.art of a
growing news team

still know what's going on. I
can guarantee that in any g~ven
episode, the town witch will be
looking in her cauldron, there
wiH be three love triangles,
' . someone will be_se~inK~od in
visions, and someone will be
suffering from some form of
memory loss.
, There is something that I
like about "P~ssions" (shocking,
I know), and that is the theme
music. "I would hold the hand
of the one who could lead me
places and kiss the lips of the one
who could sing so sweet." Isn't it
cute (be thankful you can't hear
me singing). That's about as
much sense as the entire show
makes: the opening music.
Okay, so maybe I .would
recommend
tuning
in
occasionally. It's a good laugh,
if nothing else at all. Plus you
get to see my favorite character,
Theresa, trying to rape the love
of her life, like, everyday. I'm
just saying.

Have you
been resting
in calm
waters lately?
If so, why?
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LETTER
continued from page 13

"Rushdie's presence as a commencement speaker serves exactly the mission
sought in this role: a person of great prominence and service framing thought
provoking, salient, inspiring, chgllenging, and relevant issues"
1947 commencement. Bertrand
Russell gave an impassioned and
controversial 1929 speech 'Why I am
Not a Christian' at Berklee School of
Music. Additional commencement
speakers - including Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, Bono, and John E
Kennedy - have been controversial,
distinctive, and memorable.
U.S. Presidents and world leaders
have used the forum of a university
commencement to introduce key
issues and programs: the audience
is informed and poised to lead the
world into the next generation. A
commencement speaker should
address critical issues that will shape
the lives and futures of graduating
students. Salman Rushdie has been
a commencement speaker at some
of the most distinctive universities
in the world. We are privileged to
be his audience.

A university should be a 'safe signals, 'ollr recogmnon of one of
zone' where many controversial ideas _ the greatest writers of our time,
and ideas that offend some should be -- but it celebrates our commitment
openly discussed, with no one fearing to the idea of the right to freedom
retribution or censorship. Students of expression and affirms our dual
boycotting a commencement exercise commitment to excellence · and
because they find the speaker has academic f~eedom.
Appearing at -c· MIT _. some
ideas that .:<iffend the~ seeni to me to
signalthiir intolerance and disregard · years ago, in response to the death
for the core ~ission of the university. sentence - issued against him,
Rushdie is a major proponent. of . Rushdie proclaimed, "The only
. freedoIp. of speech and those who defense against terrorism is to refuse
seek- : to. silence- him would seem to be terrorized." He went on to say,
t~ :1?~~eilll:>r.acillg . intolerance of "The attempt to suppress a book is
ideas · th~y hnd .offensive, a position the attempt not just to suppress the
anathema to the core mission of the . right of the writer to write or the
university.
publisher publish or the translator
Salman Rushdie has come to to translate; it is also the attempt to
represent independence of thought suppress the right of the reader to
and expression, · the core values read."
of academic life -and democratic
Intellec~ual inquiry, the lifesociety. His appearance at NSU's blood of the university, requires
commencement ceremony not only broad-mindedness
and
open-

an

to

mindedness if we are to make both
technological and moral progress_
These qualities are the foundation
for tolerance and peace. We believe
that is the beginning of a solution
to the world's political problems.
To reject Rushdie as a speaker is to
abandon these values. And when
we do that, we become part of the
problem.
I hope that we can continue
this discussion as a dialogue. I hope
to see you at the commencement
program - and that we might follow
this event with more discussion
about our thoughts and reactions to
the speaker.

Don Rosenblum, Ph.D.
Dean, Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences

Letter from a Reader

Dear NSU,
The · concerned students
at NSU would like to inform you
that the leaders of NSU, Dean
Rosenblum, and the maJonty
of the faculty in Liberal Arts
and Humanities, .think that we
the students are "misinformed,"
. "intolerant," and "suppress freedom
of speech_" This comes after
meeting with Dean Rosenblum,
Public Safety, and others _ for
almost two hours, where the issues
of the concerned students were
raised. However, it is they who are
misinformed and intolerant. They
are misinformed as to what we the
students feel about the issue and
they are being intolerant to our
right to express our disagreement
To The Editor

with the issues. They did sit with us
at the meeting and they did engage
in conversation with us in the recent
past, however, they were not open
to hear our side of the issue. If the
point of the meetings were to have
an understanding of each others
opinions, why were letters prewritten and handed out stating only
··one side's opinion before the meeting
was even over? There was no chance
of even having a compromise, the
decision to go ahead with their choice
of their commencement speaker
was already unilaterally made .
Aren't we, the students, entitled to
our own opinions? Don't we have~
the right to have those opinions
expressed? Shouldn't those opinions
be heard, and not only heard, but
shouldn't they be taken into serious
consideration? It is not we who are
silencing freedom of speech; we
invite compromise, but it is the few
that are silencing by not res·pecting
the opinions others.
They want us to come to

someonewho has become notorious
for his mockery of people's core
As a concerned student beliefs and sentiments? If he was
who is graduating next month, such an advocate for his practices
I am appalled by the lack of freedom of speech, then why
of understanding that the
has he been hiding all these years?
administration. has towards the Why not instead stand for what
sensitive issue concerning Salman his works represented (if he truly
Rushdie. He may be practicing believed it would benefit humanity
his freedom of speech with satire, more than insult it)?
but with freedom of sreech .
No matter what literary
comes responsibility. His fictitious
scholars may say, his satirical work
work has undoubtedly stirred was a pure affront and spit on the
controversy and bloodshed in the
face! And for NSU to invite a man
past. What good is it to invite who is such a coward in many of

our own graduation to listen . to
someone who disrespected and
insulted certain groups who happen
to be our professors, our classmates,
and our friends. The Dean wants us
to listen to Rushdie's lecture so that
we may "educate" ourseIves.
Commencement is a time
to enlighten, but its main purpose
is to commemorate the students
and their families, not the speaker!
Therefore, we, the group of
concerned students from various
backgrounds, ethnicities, races,
and religions, feel that we have
the right to at least be respected at
our graduation, even if it means
that we have to have another one.
The Class of 2006 cordially
invites all students and faculty
to our own graduation. Stay
tuned for updates on a fun-filled
commencement. We will not stoop
down to the level of the insensitive
authorities of ~is university by
holding our commencement on
May 7th because unlike them,

we do have respect. Instead, we'll
hold it -another day so that those
who would like to attend both
commencements are encouraged
to.
Graduates, please RSVP
with your names, degree, and the
number of family members and
friends who would like to attend.
Without tickets, you will not be
allowed to enter. Email us if you
would like to help out in any
way. We need financial support,
and a lot of help to make this a
memorable commencement for
not just the Class of 2006, but for
NSU. Thanks! Email: NSUcomm
encement2006@gmail.com

our eyes is a disgrace, especially if
it puts individuals in a position to
have to decide whether or not to
attend graduation. Such a condition
should not even be an issue! A
university such as NSU should
respect each individual's beliefs
and make comprises instead of just
turning deaf ears! One must ask: is
it truly worth forcing controversy
and publicity at the expense of the
sentiments of others? And who will
this truly benefit more in the end,
the university or the student body?

I personally feel that it is
the university's responsibility to
have chosen a more neutral and
more respectable role model so that
everyone can look back and be proud
of the commencement of 2006. This
is not an issu~ of being tolerant, but
is an issue ~ect!

Sincerely,
Concerned Students at Nova
Southeastern University .
This

letter . was prepared

by a group of approximately 25
undergraduate students.

~~l '

Sincerely,
Rez Alam
President of Astronomy/Rocket
Club
Ex-Secretary of Martial Arts Club

---~
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Fischler School of

Educatio,n and

-

.,

:_Human Services
Nova Southeastern University

. Welcomes the Urban Teacher Academy Program
-Annual Conference
Wednesday, April 26, 2006
9:00 am - 2:00 pnl
DeSantis Building Atrium
Beginning in 9th grade, students in this prograln are
inspired and thoughtfully prepared for future teaching
careers \.vithin their o\vn urban cOlnmunities. This
cOlnponent includes a rigorous four-year curriculum,
earned college credits, and early field experiences in urban
classroonls leading to fully-paid college tuition and a
guaranteed teaching position.
The Fischler School of Education and Human Services at '
Nova Southeastenl University is honored to be the host of
this \vonderfut, difference-tnaking program.
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